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Age Level: 9 and up | Grade Level: 4 and upMy name is Chase Cooper, and this is my fifth diary as
a 6th grade ninja. The best part about my new ninja lifestyle is that there's never a dull moment...
unfortunately, that's the worst part about it too. There's a big talent show on Friday (who my cousin,
Zoe, is in charge of) and everything seemed cool until someone set a wild animal loose and trashed
part of the stage during rehearsal. The good news is the stage can be fixed before the show - the
bad news is the kid who damaged it is still on the loose and is expected to strike again. As if that
wasn't enough, I've also got to deal with some new ninjas, an ugly moose costume, and a missing
bird. So yeah, my week's pretty booked. Now I'm racing against the clock in what's proving to be
one of my most challenging tasks yet.Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 5: Terror at the Talent Show is a
funny mystery that's entertaining for children, middle school students, and adults.
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My 10 yo godson dived into the entire Ninja series I sent him with great gusto. His reading ability
has been assessed at age 13-14, but he was very taken with the story of a boy his own age. It

motivated him to get away from Minecraft video games and into another venue disappearing all too
fast: printed ink on paper fueling imagination. Cudos to Emerson for keeping this alive. :)

My son likes that there are more characters in this book. WE bought this series for him for
Christmas and in a little over a week he is on book # 5. So I recommend this book for other little
boys and girls.

I've spent several amused evening reading through this series with my daughter (age 7). She really
gets a kick out of the escapades, and has gone so far as to form her own "ninja clan". Funny
enough to keep me amused as we read through it, and gets her excited to read even more. :)We
look forward to the next one

Trying to find the right books that could get my son interested in reading was hard, until I came
across this series and the War series (Lunch Room, Snow Ball, etc). Now I have to tell him to stop
reading and do his chores...but I do love the fact that he's an avid reader now (:

My son loves this series. He always asks for the next one. This book throws in a few more twists for
Chase and if you read the spy stories, they reference some of what happens in this book.

My son has read everything this author has written. My goal this last year was that he read two
books a week and thanks to this series it was a lot easier to accomplish. Thank you.

This is a really cool book. One of my fav series so far. And I read, I funny, middle school by James
Patterson, and more. But there's no book this entertaining. I'm also going into middle school and
this is a great book for children for all ages. You should introduce it to you're kid like my mom did.
Some of the things in this book has happened to me. Compare it to you're kids life.

My 7 year old and 4 year old boys loves the series. My seven year old will sometimes help me read
some of the parts as it's a bit above his reading level. They've enjoyed this series more than Diary
of a Wimpy Kid. Highly recommend this book for boys. I've also found myself intrigued by the story
line and have secretly skipped ahead once in a while after the kids have gone to bed.
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